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Semi-automatic Top Loading Washing Machine  

 

Semi-automatic top loading washing machine have 

Double cylinder family, independent research and 

development, quality first. Semi-automatic top 

loading washing machine use new PP healthy 

material, put an end to DOP recycling. PP material 

box, high quality material, take care of your 

washing safety. Large capacity for the future, 

washing clothes one at a time. Surging power, 

strong decontamination. Hurricane current, strong 

power, clean as new. 

 

 

Product Description 

Our firm insists all along the quality policy of "product top quality is base of company 

survival; purchaser pleasure could be the staring point and ending of an organization; 

persistent improvement is eternal pursuit of staff" plus the consistent purpose of 

"reputation very first, buyer first" for Special Price for Semi-automatic Top Loading 

Washing Machine, Living by good quality, enhancement by credit score is our everlasting 

pursuit, We firmly think that immediately after your stop by we are going to become 

long-term companions. 

 

Special Price for China Washing Machine and Washing Machines price, As an 

experienced factory we also accept customized order and make it same as your picture or 

sample specifying specification and customer design packing. The main goal of the 

company is to live a satisfactory memory to all the customers, and establish a long term 

win-win business relationship. For more information, be sure to contact us. And It is our 

great pleasure if you like to have a personally meeting in our office. 

 

Semi-automatic top loading washing machine have Double cylinder family, independent 

research and development, quality first. Semi-automatic top loading washing machine use 

new PP healthy material, put an end to DOP recycling. PP material box, high quality 

material, take care of your washing safety. Large capacity for the future, washing clothes 

one at a time. Surging power, strong decontamination. Hurricane current, strong power, 

clean as new. 

  

Moedel: XPB98-2018S(95FS)  

Wash Capacity: 9.5Kg 

Spin Capacity: 5.5 Kg 

Wash Power: 450 W 
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Spin Power: 250 W 

Voltage: 110V/60Hz  ~  220V/50Hz 

Product Size: 760*450*930mm 

Packing Size: 780*475*950mm 

N.W./G.W.: 21.5/24.0 KG 

MOQ/40HQ Container: 175 PCS 

  

 

Product Features 

1. Semi-automatic top loading washing machine  have double cylinder family, 

independent research and development, quality first. 

 

 

2. Large capacity for the future, washing clothes one at a time. 

 

 

3.  Semi-automatic top loading washing machine use new PP healthy material, put an end 

to DOP recycling. PP material box, high quality material, take care of your washing safety. 

 

 

4. Surging power, strong decontamination. Hurricane current, strong power, clean as new. 

 

 

5.  Semi-automatic top loading washing machine have double motor, double heart. 

Quality motor is used for dehydration and washing, with stable and powerful power, fast 

drying and clean clothes. 

 

 

6. Elution separation, rest assured wash. Washing and dewatering can be carried out at 

the same time, water and electricity are separated, and the operation is safer. Washing 

and drying should be carried out in different areas to avoid the secondary pollution of 

clothes in the process of dehydration. 

 

 

7. High rib anti entanglement wave wheel, linear flow high rib wave wheel can effectively 

stretch the clothes, reduce the winding of clothes, avoid friction injury, and keep the 

clothes as new as ever. 

 

 

8. . Semi-automatic top loading washing machine  have safety protection. Fully enclosed 

base, Self Fusing fuse, wide voltage design. 
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FAQ 

 

1. Are you a trading company or factory? 

Yes,we are manufacturer,our factory is located in Ningbo,Zhejiang. Welcome to visit our 

showroom,office and workshop. 

2. What is your guarantee? 

We provide 1% free spare of order amountquantity along with the container.  

3. What is your MOQ? 

1*40HQ container. 

4. What is your payment method? 

*T/T(30% deposit,70% balance before shipment)  

*L/C: 100% irrevercable L/C at sight 

5. What is your Trade Terms? 

Full container,FOB Ningbo. 

6. Can you make our brand? 

OEM is available. 

7. Do you provide sample? 

Yes, we do. 

8. Can you provide CKD/SKD of your products? 
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Yes, we can. 

9. Which certificate do you have? 

CE CB ROSH CCC ISO9001 

10.  How long is your delivery time? 

20-35 days. 

 

 


